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Abstract—System Engineering involves several disciplines to
design, develop and verify complex systems, using different
modeling languages with different semantics. A simulation of
the global behavior from the heterogeneous executable models
is used to verify and validate the emerging behavior of the
system. Co-simulation is a way to realize this simulation but it
requires coordinating the different heterogeneous artifacts. This
coordination is not a trivial task due to the increasing complexity
and heterogeneity. In this paper, we propose a language that
enables the specification of a coordination between models and
the automatic generation of a dedicated coordinator (Master
Algorithm) with respect to the coordination and the behavioral
semantics of the executable models.
Index Terms—Coordination, Co-Simulation, Master Algorithm, Language Engineering

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the increasing complexity of modern software intensive systems, their development usually involves several stakeholders that focus on a specific aspect of the system. These
stakeholders use dedicated languages, tailored to their domain
both syntactically and semantically. This decomposition of the
system specification into different domains is effective and
allows domain experts to focus on their domain of expertise.
It is however required to tame the emerging behavior between
the artifacts from the different domains to verify and validate
the whole system [1].
A partial solution to this problem is to use co-simulation,
where the different executable artifacts from different domains
are simulated independently, but with a coordinator in charge
of keeping the data and time consistent across the different
executable artifacts. For instance, the FMI standard [2], nowadays implemented by more than a hundred industrial tools,
proposed to bundle, in a black box manner, the executable
artifacts so that they all implement the same simulation
interface. It is then the responsibility of an integrator to write
the coordinator (name Master Algorithm in FMI) so that the
global co-simulation correctly reflects the system behavior.
Work partially founded by the GLOSE bilateral project between INRIA and
Safran (https://gemoc.org/glose). This work is also a follow up of interesting
discussions during the CAMPAM 2017 and CAMPAM 2019 workshops.
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The problem is that writing a coordinator is far from
easy and can lead to false simulation results if not realized
correctly [3]–[9]. More precisely, there is a need to know, at
least partially, about the behavior of the bundled executable
models in order to implement a specific coordination [5], [8],
[9]. This can lead to complex coordinators, emerging from the
different interactions between the different executable artifacts.
Some approaches like [10], [11] tried to provide dedicated
language to ease this task but the expressiveness is very limited
and considers almost only the topology of executable models
together with their internal causalities and delay.
In order to facilitate the writing of correct coordinators, we
propose to define a language dedicated to the specification of
the interactions between different executable artifacts. More
precisely, inspired by works on the Architecture Description
Languages [12], [13], work on Coordination Languages [14]
and work on heterogeneous frameworks [15]–[18], we propose
to define a Model Behavioral Interface that exhibits enough
information to ensure that the interaction between different
models can be specified correctly (it greyfies the black box
view proposed by the FMI standard so that a correct coordination can be defined). We also propose a structured dedicated
language to specify the different interactions between the
executable models. From such description, it is possible to
automatically generate an appropriate coordinator. This work
is still in progress and in this short paper we show the
preliminary results we obtained.
The paper is structured as follows: the next section presents
some background on co-simulation to better understand the
proposition, which is detailed in Section III. Then a set of
examples are presented before concluding.
II. BACKGROUND
The FMI standard proposes to bundle a model together with
its interpreters (being a solver or anything else) behind a time
driven interface that homogenizes all the executable models.
Alternatively, the HLA standard [19] proposes the same idea
but using an event-driven interface. Mappings between the data
from different models are then established and a coordinator
is in charge of keeping time and data consistency between the
different models under execution. Several works have shown

that neither time driven nor event driven can correctly handle
all model executions. To caricature the idea, cyber models,
where data are usually piece wise constant, fit better with a
event triggered approach while physical models, where data
are (piece-wise) continuous, fit better with a time-triggered
approach1 . Orthogonally, other studies have shown that the
correctness of the co-simulation does not only rely on the
correctness of each executable models but also depends on the
coordinator. All this put together, it appears that implementing
the coordinator is more and more complex because it must take
into account (1) the characteristics of the data it conveys, (2)
the characteristics of the models and their solvers and (3) the
topology between the different interconnected executable models. These aspects are often neglected but it has been shown
to actually condition the correctness of the co-simulation.
III. A PPROACH
A. Overview
In this paper we give the first results of our ongoing
work towards the definition of a language dedicated to the
setup of co-simulation. It is based on a Model Behavioral
Interface that exhibits the characteristics of the models and
their exposed variables. Based on such interface, it is possible
to define connectors between the data from different models.
The behavior of such connectors (i.e., the glue) is precisely
defined and structured according to a new dedicated language.
The information from the setup of the co-simulation is then
used to automatically generate a coordinator.
B. Definition of the Model Behavioral Interface
The Model Behavioral Interface must provide enough information to ensure that a system integrator has the knowledge required to correctly coordinate the different executable
models. Such information has been partially studied in [20].
In our work, the interface defines the type and nature of the
exposed data, where the nature can be defined as Spurious,
Piecewise-Constant, Continuous, Piecewise-Continuous and
Constant. By using such information, the designer can decide
the way to coordinate different data. For instance, the way to
coordinate Spurious data (e.g., ported by an event) is handled
differently than the way to coordinate Continuous data (that
may be sampled periodically). Other information is added to
the data according to their nature. For instance, for PiecewiseContinuous input data, an annotation is added to specify
if internally, the executable model is using interpolation or
extrapolation (like explained in [9]). Another example of such
annotations are events associated to Piecewise-Constant data,
like for instance the update event represents the instant at
which a data is assigned or the readyT oRead event represents
the instant before the data is actually read2 . Inspired by the
time model of MARTE [22], the Model Behavioral Interface
also defines the temporal reference of the model, i.e., the way
time is encoded and the dimension it refers to (typically the
1 Of course more generally both cyber and physical models can benefit of
a mixed approach
2 This is directly inspired from [5], [21]

physical time but possibly other dimensions like an angle).
Finally, another example of information carried out by the
model interface is the capability of the executable model to
rollback or not. Such information is relevant to choose an order
in the execution of the different models.
C. Definition of the Coordination Model
Based on the Model Behavioral Interface, the coordination
model is a set of connectors. Each connector is in charge of
defining when and how one or more data are conveyed from
a model to another. In order to specify it in a way which is
amenable to the generation of a coordinator, we structured a
coordinator through three different elements further explained
in the remainder of this section: triggering condition, synchronization constraint and interaction.
a) triggering condition: It defines the instant at which
the interaction (defined later) must be realized. In order to
specify such constraint, we specify a logical clock as defined
in CCSL [23]. A logical clock is an ordered set of instants
and can represent either a clock in the traditional sense (e.g.,
every 5ms) or any event (e.g., a data update), or composition
of events (e.g., union of events or their intersection).
b) timing constraint: It specifies a relation between the
temporal references in different models. This relation defines
when the actual interaction can be done. Typically, such constraint specifies that the time must be equal when two models
exchange some data. However, on one hand, we want to be
more expressive, for instance to encode some time relativity
effects between different timebases (for instance between the
time on earth and in a satellite) or to support polychronous
systems [24], i.e., system whose temporal referential can come
from different dimensions (e.g., a distance or an angle). On the
other hand, it is also important to be able to define the exact
condition under which time is considered to be the same in two
different models. For instance, if time is encoded as a Float
in one model and as an Integer in the other. Such constraint,
when respected, ensures a consistent temporal state of the two
models, allowing the interaction to occur.
c) Interaction: It specifies how the data are actually
exchanged between the models. It can be a simple assignment
but can also contain conversions, data manipulation or even
data savings like for instance when using a FIFO. It is not
clear yet the expressiveness required here.
D. Generation of the Master Algorithm
We generate the Master Algorithm based on a set of
model interfaces and connectors. The generation of the Master
Algorithm is based on an extended version of the FMI APIs
proposed in [5] and slightly improved to allow using a
stop condition as a parameter for the doStep method. The
generation is divided into three main steps. At each step,
the previously identified elements are exploited and used to
generate the dedicated Master Algorithm.
The first step takes into account the Model Behavioral Interface of the executable models. The defined properties (e.g.,
rollback capability), the exposed variables and their nature are

exploited to define a first execution schedule. For example, a
model supporting rollback receives a higher execution priority,
due to the possibility to repeat the step with a smaller step size
in case of step rejection from other models. Furthermore, it
is possible to classify a model as a Cyber component if it
exposes only Piecewise-Constant or Spurious variables. Then,
it can be use as a temporal reference for the simulation.
During the second step, the triggering condition of each
connector is evaluated. Then, the conditions of all connectors
associated with the exposed data of the same model are
collected and put in disjunction. The resulting set is used as
an additional parameter for the doStep method of the model.
In other words, the doStep method is parametrized with the
disjunction of all the triggering conditions of the associated
connectors, so that it pauses the execution as soon as the
internal state of the model satisfies one condition.
The third step creates a sequence of conditional statements
after each doStep call, which ensures timing synchronization
and data propagation. These statements are generated relying
on three elements: (1) triggering conditions, which are used
in a conditional statement, which guards the code of the
interaction, (2) timing constraint, which is used to make
consistent the time in the different models according to the
timing constraint, (3) the specification of the interactions, to
generate the corresponding data propagation methods, i.e., to
bind the exposed variables together and set the correct typed
function to use for the data propagation.
IV. E XAMPLES
We present two simple examples to illustrate the proposed
language and the corresponding generated Master Algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code for the Master Algorithm generated
from the Coordination Model Specification in Listing 1
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

A := newM odelA;
B := newM odelB;
∆t := ComputeGreatestCommonDivisor(∆tA , ∆tB )
t := 0
while t ≤ tend do
A.doStep(∆t)
B.doStep(∆t)
if t mod ∆tA then
f mi2GetReal(A, v)
f mi2SetReal(B, v)
end if
if t mod ∆tB then
f mi2GetReal(B, w)
f mi2SetReal(A, w)
end if
t = t + ∆t
end while

3 and 8) and the variables concerned by the coordination (line
6 and 11). During the generation of the Master Algorithm,
the two different sampling rates are taken into account to
compute the Greatest Common Divider. The two step sizes
∆tA and ∆tB are respectively set to 5 ms and 3 ms, and the
GCD is computed and used as a parameter for the doStep(∆t)
function. If one of the models exposes, as its property, the
rollback capability, it can be exploited by the generator to
choose the execution order between the models (line 6 and
7). The condition with the modulo operation (line 8 and 12)
satisfies the timing constraint and the get/set methods (line
9 and 10) realize the interaction.
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load Controller as C, Plant as P

2
3
4
5
6

when C.p.updated
sync C.time = P.time
do
C.p -> P.p

7

(a)

8

(b)

9

Fig. 1: Simple examples to present our approach
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1

load A, B

when C.s.readyToRead
sync P.time = C.time
do
P.s -> C.s


Listing 2: Coordination Model for Figure 1b



2
3
4
5
6

when every 5 ms
sync A.time = B.time
do
A.v -> B.v

7
8
9
10
11

when every 3 ms
sync B.time = A.time
do
B.w -> A.w


Listing 1: Coordination Model for Figure 1a



Fig. 1a shows an example representing two coupled models. The Model Behavioral Interface of each model exposes
two Continuous variables exchanging data at two different
discretization rates. The coordination model specification in
Listing 1 defines the multi-rate discretization using two different connectors. Each connector specifies its own rate (line

Fig. 1b shows a system composed by a controller and
a plant. The controller has an output variable p which is
Piecewise-Constant and an input variable s which is Continuous. The coordination model in Listing 2 specifies that
the data between the two models has to be propagated only
when the value of p is updated and when s is read for internal
computations. It defines the connection and the direction for
the two variables (line 6 and 11), the triggering condition
(line 3 and 8) and the timing constraint (line 4 and 9).
Algorithm 2 illustrates the generated master algorithm and
the doStep(...) function parametrized by the disjunction of the
specified triggering conditions (line 5). It allows to analyze
the incoming updated or readyT oRead events, to ensure the
specified timing synchronization (line 6 and 10) and to apply
the interactions (line 8-9 and 12-13).

Algorithm 2 Pseudo code for the Master Algorithm generated
from the Coordination Model Specification in Listing 2
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

C := newController;
P := newP lant;
t := 0
while t ≤ tend do
tC := C.doStep(C.p.updated ∨ C.s.readyT oRead)
if C.p.updated then
tP := P.doStep(t, tC − t)
f mi2GetReal(C, p)
f mi2SetReal(P, p)
else if C.s.read then
tP := P.doStep(t, tC − t)
f mi2GetReal(P, s)
f mi2SetReal(C, s)
end if
t := tC
end while
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V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we presented ongoing work towards the
definition of a language dedicated to the specification of cosimulation setup. It is based on an expressive Model Behavioral Interface, which provides the information required
by a designer to correctly define the connections between
different executable models. We also provide means to specify
the behavior of connectors between different data exposed by
the models. This behavior is specified by three elements: a
triggering condition to specify when interaction must be done,
a timing constraint to specify the conditions on model time
bases to allow interaction and the definition of the interaction
itself. Based on such information we are currently defining a
way to generate a coordinator based on an extension of FMI
previously realized. More research needs to be completed in
order to make this work in progress more concrete: we need
to ensure there is a systematic way to define the coordinator
from a coordination model; we need to add more properties
into the Model Behavioral Interface to handle more cases (e.g.,
delays or not for the detection of algebraic loop). Finally,
we also plan to propose the definition of coordination pattern
between language behavioral interface to enable the automatic
generation of coordination model based on “good practice”
(inspired by [17]).
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